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Abstract: In this paper, we present an extension for an analytical method of calculating the required 
amplitudes and phase angles of the injected harmonic currents, to generate a determined torque ripple 
for synchronous machines. With the consideration of reluctance torque in the system equations, this 
method is valid not only for synchronous machines with surface magnets, but also for those with 
interior magnets. First, we describe the machine equations as a function of the phase current and the 
back electromotive force. We then introduce an analytical way to calculate the reluctance torque. After 
combining the equations, we establish a linear system of equations. The solution of the equation 
system yields the amplitudes and phase angles of the harmonic currents to be injected. Finally, we 
validate the equations for calculating the reluctance Torque and the method to generate the 
determined torque ripple with several finite element method simulations. This allowed us to generate 
the desired torque fluctuations even for synchronous machines with interior magnets. 
Keywords: harmonic current injection; permanent magnet synchronous machines; interior magnets; 
analytical method; torque ripple 
 
1. Introduction 
Thanks to their high power density and low maintenance requirements, permanent magnet 
synchronous machines (PMSMs) match the requirements for electric traction machines (ETM) in 
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and full electric vehicles (EV) very well [1–3]. Additionally, 
developments in converter technology have greatly simplified their use in recent years [4,5]. 
PMSMs do not produce completely constant torque. Even in a steady state, torque fluctuations 
are generated, which can be a major reason for speed fluctuations. These variations can generate 
vibrations that cause the entire rest of the system to oscillate. The result can be high noise generation 
and strong surface vibrations. For many applications of PMSMs, such negative emissions are 
unacceptable [6]. 
To reduce these torque fluctuations, many methods have been developed and tested in recent 
years. Most of these methods use design features on the rotor or stator, and thus change the 
construction of the machine. There are many examples in the literature, including the distribution of 
the winding [7,8], an odd number of slots for the stator [9], using single-layer winding or double-
layer winding [10], adjusting the magnetic pole and anchor-slot design [11], and other methods to 
improve the rotor or stator design [12–18]. Although most of the methods provide good results, most 
of them have to be applied in the conception phase of PMSMs, and are limited to the reduction of the 
cogging torque. 
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As an alternative (or supplement) to design features, control-engineering interventions can also 
bring a reduction in torque oscillations. A prominent representative of control interventions is the 
harmonic current injection (HCI). Higher harmonic currents are added to the fundamental wave of 
the current, which reduces the fluctuations in torque of the ETM [19–23]. 
All the methods mentioned above try to minimize the torque ripple as much as possible. The 
primary goal should of course be an ETM without torque ripple to reduce noise and vibration 
emissions. In most cases, however, the electric powertrain of an HEV or EV is made up of more than 
just the ETM. Therefore, it may also be necessary to create a certain torque ripple on the output end 
of the ETM. This can reduce vibrations from other sources by excitation in the antiphase. 
Alternatively, the torque ripple can be used to mimic the low-frequency noise spectrum of an internal 
combustion engine, which is accepted by the public far more readily than the narrow-band, high-
frequency noise spectrum of electric drives. 
In a previous work [24], the basic concept of an analytical method for generating certain torque 
fluctuations was presented and tested with the example of a permanent magnet excited synchronous 
machine with surface magnets. Some assumptions were made to simplify the equations. In general, 
the reluctance of the rotor in the d- and q-directions can be different for permanent magnet excited 
synchronous machines with interior magnets (IPMSM). This makes the contributions of the 
reluctance torque no longer negligible. Therefore, in this publication this restriction shall be removed, 
and the method presented in [24] shall be extended to IPMSM. 
2. Fundamentals 
2.1. Machine Equations for Permanent Magnet Excited Synchronous Machines with Interior Magnets 
In the following, an IPMSM in a star connection is assumed, the phases of which are shifted by 
120° from each other. The following assumptions should also apply: 
- The magnetic permeability,    , of the iron is close to infinity, so there should be almost no 
saturation of the iron; 
- Due to the large difference,     ≫    , it is acceptable that the field lines are perpendicular at the 
air–iron transition; 
- Edge effects on the front side of the rotor and stator are neglected; 
- The magnetic behavior of the permanent magnets is linear; 
- The given equations are applied in the armature range without field weakening. 
Figure 1 shows the simplified electrical equivalent circuit diagram of such a machine. 
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Figure 1. Simplified electrical equivalent circuit of a synchronous machine in star connection. 
The machine equations can be stated as follows: 




   =      +    
   (2) 
with    as the phase voltage,    as the phase current,    as the ohmic resistance in the phase,    as 
the stator flux,    as the phase inductance and    
   as the flux linkage of the permanent magnet to 
the stator windings. With Equation (3), the change in the flux linkage of the permanent magnets can 






Inserting Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1) results in the equation for the phase voltage: 
   =      +   
   
  
+    (4) 
A more detailed consideration of the flux linkage allows the inductances to be divided into self-
inductance,    , and mutual inductance,    . Together with Equation (4), the phase voltages can 





























The indices a, b and c stand for the respective phase. 
2.2. System of Currents 
In order to operate a three-phase machine, a power supply system is required which is split into 
the phases   ,    and   . In the examined scenario of a star connection without neutral conductor, the 
three phases have to satisfy the condition: 
   +    +    = 0 (6) 
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The symmetrical current system has established itself as the preferred solution in practice. This 
system is described in detail in the literature [25–27]. The restriction for this system is that no 
harmonic currents with a frequency equal to a multiple of three may be fed into the system; if this is 
not the case, the condition of Equation (6) is violated. 
By abandoning the requirement for a symmetrical current pattern, it is possible to apply an 
asymmetrical current system. In this case, the fundamental waves are still symmetrically fed into the 
power system with a shift in phase of 120 degrees. As injected harmonics do not require an identical 
form in all three phases, we can feed harmonic currents with a frequency multiple of three into the 
system without violating the condition of Equation (6). A detailed description can be found in [24]. 
Equation (7) provides the combined current system in sinusoidal form: 
   =   Î   ,           +     ,   +   Î    ,     (     +      , )
 ∈      ∈    
 























     stands for the set of all harmonics of the symmetrical current system, and       stands 
for the set of all harmonics of the asymmetrical current system. Î   ,   and Î    ,   describe the 
amplitude and     ,   and      ,   describe the phase-angle of the respective harmonics of the 
symmetrical and the asymmetrical current systems.    defines the electrical frequency the current 
system works with. 
2.3. Back Electromotive Force 
Voltages are induced in the stator coils by the rotation of the permanent magnets. It is possible 
to measure these voltages between the neutral point and the corresponding phase in a PMSM 
working without a load. This voltage corresponds directly to the back-EMF, neglecting the saturation 
effects in iron [28]. 
In order to bring the analytical equations into a proper form, we approximate the shape of the 
voltage through a Fourier series, because the voltage is not perfectly sinusoidal. Nevertheless, many 
machines are designed for almost sinusoidal shapes of the back-EMF, so that the very first elements 
of the series are often sufficient. This leads to the following presentation for the back-EMF: 
  ,  =   Û ,     (    )
 ∈  
 













   stands for the set of all harmonics of the back-EMF. Û ,  describes the amplitudes of the 
respective harmonics of the back-EMF. 
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2.4. Analytical Model of the Inductances 
For IPMSM, the self- and mutual inductances      and      are functions depending on the 
rotor angle      in the rotor fixed system. They can be described by Equations (9) and (10) [28]: 









with   (  ) as the winding function for phase a, b or c, ℘(   −     ) as the permeance function and 
   as the rotor angle in the stator fixed system. Equations (9) and (10) respectively apply analogously 
for    (    ),    (    ),    (    ),    (    ),    (    ) and    (    ). 
The winding function describes the number of links between the winding and the flux density. 
If it is a distributed winding, it corresponds to the number of windings. The general representation 
of the winding function is: 
  (  ) =     cos (    −    )
 
 (11) 
with    as the angle of the corresponding phase—0 for phase a, 
  
 
 for phase b and 
  
 
 for phase c. 
For IPMSM, the permeability function can be assumed as a trapezoidal function and 
approximated by Fourier series [28]: 




After some transformations, which are listed in [28], the self- and mutual inductances can be 
brought into the following form: 
    =    +      
 
  
    (         −  
2 
3
  +    ),      = 2, 4, 6, … (13) 
    =    +      
 
  






  +    ),      = 2, 4, 6, … (14) 
with   = 0, 1, 2 for the respective phase a, b or c,     and     as the amplitude, and     and     
as the phase-angles of the self- and mutual inductances, respectively.     an     stand for their 
constant components. 
2.5. Torque Generation 
The torque in a permanent magnet excited synchronous machine,    , can be divided into three 
parts: the alignment torque,       , the cogging torque,      and the reluctance torque,      [29]. 
   ( ) =       ( ) +     ( ) +     ( ) (15) 
Only the alignment torque and the reluctance torque contribute to the average torque. With 
IPMSM, the reluctance torque cannot be neglected due to the reluctance differences of the rotor, and 
must be included in the calculations. 
2.5.1. Alignment Torque 
The alignment torque is created by the interaction of the magnetic field of the permanent 
magnets in the rotor with the rotating magnetic field generated by the coils in the stator. The total 




∙ (    ,  +     ,  +     , ) (16) 
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with    representing the rotational speed of the rotor. If Equations (7) and (8) are used in Equation 




       Î   , Û ,  sin     ,   sin (  ±   )    
 ∈     ∈  
+ Î   , Û ,  cos     ,   cos (  ±   )     
+      Î    , Û ,  sin      ,   sin (  ±   )    
 ∈      ∈  
+ Î    , Û ,  cos      ,   cos (  ±   )       
(17) 
2.5.2. Cogging Torque 
In the following, we do not examine the cogging torque in detail. Although it contributes to the 
torque oscillations, it is only dependent on the stator shape and rotor flux. Those are generally 
constant for PMSM and therefore cannot be influenced by external control interventions. 
2.5.3. Reluctance Torque 
The Gaussian law for magnetism states that the field of magnetic flux density, B, has no sources, 
so the magnetic flux always forms a closed loop. The exact course of the field lines depends on the 
magnetic reluctance of the materials in their environment. The flux concentration in materials with 
low magnetic reluctance forms strong temporary poles, and causes mechanical forces oriented 
towards areas of higher flux. 
The reluctance torque is the result of a magnetically uneven air gap in a PMSM, as the stator field 
attempts to align the rotor so that the magnetic reluctance of the stator flux path is minimized [28]. The 







with pole pair number,    , and rotor angle,      . In a linear magnetic system, the co-energy 






Using the current vector,  ( ), and the inductance matrix,  ( ), already used in Equation (5), 
the reluctance moment can be calculated as follows: 































Using Equations (7), (13) and (14), Equation (20) can be transformed as follows: 
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     =  −Z   
1
2




















































  +         
(21) 
For space reasons, the terms should not be fully multiplied here, but this results in three parts 
for the reluctance torque—the first part is composed of the terms of the symmetrical current system, 
    ,   , the second part is composed of the terms of the asymmetrical current system,     ,    , and 
the third part is composed of the combined terms of both systems,     ,     : 
     =     ,    +     ,     +     ,     (22) 
The symmetric part is used to show the structure of the equations. The multiplication results in 
combinations of sinusoidal terms, which generate harmonics in the torque depending on the injected 
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The approach presented in [24] shall now be extended for IPMSM by the reluctance torque. 
Equation (15) is transformed for this purpose: 
      ( ) +     ( ) =    ( ) −     ( ) (24) 
The desired nominal torque is approximated by Equation (25), and the cogging torque is divided 
in a similar way by a Fourier series (see Equation (26)). 
   ( ) =     ( )




    ( ) =        ,  ∙ cos     ,   ∙ sin(    ) +      ,  ∙ sin     ,   ∙ cos(    )
 ∈    
 (26) 
with      ,   and      ,   as amplitudes and     ,   and     ,   as phase-angles of the nominal and 
cogging torque.      and      stand for the set of all the harmonics of both torques. 
If Equations (17), (21), (25) and (26) are now set into Equation (24), this can be represented as a 
linear combination of the independent basis vectors sin(    )  and cos(    ) |          ∪      , 
where       and       are the set of all harmonics of the desired torque, as well as the cogging 
torque. A coefficient comparison between both sides of the equation yields a system of equations 
with 2n equations of the following form (compare [24]): 
  ∙   = ℎ (27) 
4. Validation 
4.1. Machine Parameters 
First of all, the analytical calculation method of the reluctance torque is to be validated. For this 
purpose, a three-phase, star-connected IPMSM with parameters listed in Table 1 was set up in Ansys 
Maxwell. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the permanent magnets in the rotor and Table 2 contains 
the corresponding characteristic values of the magnets used. 
Table 1. Machine parameters for validation of the analytical calculation of reluctance torque for 
permanent magnet excited synchronous machines with interior magnets (IPMSM). 
Rated Output Power 20 kW Number of Slots 12 
Rated Voltage 320 V Number of Conductors per Slot 58 
Rated Speed 3400 rpm Outer Diameter of Rotor 210 mm 
Number of Poles 8 Length of Rotor Core 75 mm 
Outer Diameter of Stator 300 mm Length of Stator Core 75 mm 
Inner Diameter of Stator 217 mm   
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Table 2. Magnetic parameters to validate the analytical calculation of reluctance torque for IPMSM. 
Residual Flux Density 1.40 T 
Coercive Force 1115 kA/m 
Maximum Energy Density 390.57 kJ/m3 
Relative Recoil Permeability 1.00 
Demagnetized Flux Density 0 T 
Recoil Residual Flux Density 1.40 T 
Recoil Coercive Force 1115 kA/m 
 
Figure 2. Cross-section through the IPMSM with magnets in V-arrangement used in the validation of 
the analytical method for calculating the reluctance torque. 
4.2. Validation of the Torque Calculation Method for Permanent Magnet Excited Synchronous Machines 
with Interior Magnets 
For validation in the entire armature range, 60 operating points were calculated by both finite 
element method (FEM) analysis and analytical methods. The operating points are composed of the 
parameter combinations from Table 3. 
Table 3. Parameter combination possibilities of the examined operating points for validation of the 
analytical calculation method of the reluctance torque for IPMSM. 
Current amplitude    {25 A, 30 A, 35 A, 40 A, 45 A} 
Stator field frequency    {100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz, 250 Hz} 
Phase shift of fundamental wave    {0 rad, 0.5 rad 1 rad} 
To evaluate the validity of the analytical calculation method, the time course of the torque is 
analyzed for each of the 60 operating points by applying a Fourier transformation and calculating the 




∙ 100% (28) 











where          ,  stands for the value of the constant torque determined by the analytical calculation, 
    ,  corresponds to the value of the constant torque calculated by the FEM simulation,          ,  
stands for the amplitude of the ith harmonic in the torque, determined by the analytical calculation, 
and     ,   corresponds to the amplitude of the ith harmonic in the torque calculated by FEM 
simulation. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the distributions of the indicators for all 60 operating points, divided into 
the individual parameters. In the Box and Whisker Plots, there is one parameter held constant, and 
we show the variation in the key indicators       and       by varying all the other parameters. 
 
Figure 3. Distribution of the key indicator,      , for the constant torque value 
 
Figure 4. Distribution of the key indicator,      , for the value of harmonics in torque 
For both       and      , the results show a dependence on the injected current level,   . For 
the constant value, the analytical calculation deviates in the negative direction from the FEM 
simulations, and for the harmonics it deviates in a positive direction. There is hardly any influence 
on the results from the variation in the frequency. However, the values show a wide scattering. For 
the change of the phase angle, the results show a strong variation. The scattering of the other 
parameters, when the phase angle is fixed, is, however, small. 
The deviations in the key indicators lie between 1% and 16%. The closer examination of a single 
operating point should show the convenience of the key indicator for the analytical calculation of the 
torque with reluctance torque for IPMSM, compared to an analytical calculation without reluctance 
torque. 
Figure 5 shows the time course of the torque for the operating point    = 40  ,    = 200   ,    =
0.5     from the FEM calculation, as well as the analytical calculation of the torque from Equation 
(15), once with       and once without. Figure 6 shows the corresponding spectrum of the torques. 
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The deviation between the constant torque is reduced from 13.7% to 5.3% by including the reluctance 
torque at the present operating point. The deviation in the amplitude of the sixth harmonic of the 
torque, which is the most dominant vibration in this machine, is reduced from 22.4% to 3.8%. 
 
Figure 5. Time course of the torque for a selected operating point, resulting from the FEM calculation 
as well as from the analytical calculation with and without reluctance torque. 
 
Figure 6. Order spectra of the time courses from Figure 5. For better representation, the bars for the 
zeroth order have been hidden and indicated by their numerical values. 
4.3. Validation of Generative Harmonic Current Injection for Permanent Magnet Excited Synchronous 
Machines with Interior Magnets 
The machine presented in Section 4.1 was also used to validate the method from Section 3, by 
generating a determined torque ripple via an analytical calculation, including the reluctance torque. 
Five scenarios were examined for validation. The required amplitudes and phase shifts of the 
individual scenarios are listed in Table 4. In this case, S0 corresponds to the pure suppression of 
torque fluctuations, which is the requirement for harmonic current injection known from the 
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literature. The deviation of the generated harmonics in torque from the required values is also listed 
in Table 4, in percent. 
For scenario S0, the calculation of percentage deviation is not appropriate, but the torque 
fluctuations of the dominant sixth harmonic could be reduced by 87%, from 4.02 Nm to less than 0.5 
Nm. In all scenarios (including scenario S0), the constant torque was changed by a negligible 0.38% 
at most by injecting the additional harmonics. 
Table 4. Requirements of the scenarios used for validation, as well as the deviation of the generated 
harmonics from the required values. The index value of amplitude and phase indicates the number 
of the required harmonic order. 
Scenario Amplitude Phase Deviation 
S0      ,  = 0      ,  = 0  - 
S1      ,  = 5         ,  = 0  8.25% 
S2      ,  = 4         ,  = 0.5  6.56% 
S3      ,  = 4         ,  = 0.9  7.49% 
S4 
     ,  = 5     
     ,  = 3     
    ,  = 0  
    ,  = 0  
8.36% 
8.90% 
In the following, scenarios S1 and S4 will be examined in more detail. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
respective order spectra. The value of the constant torque has been added as a numerical value for 
reasons of visibility. 
For scenario S1, the method presented in this paper provides an amplitude for the first harmonic 
in the torque of 5.40 Nm, which is thus 13.0% closer to the required value than the approach from 
[24]. In addition, parasitic harmonics, such as the fifth, sixth and seventh harmonics, result in lower 
amplitudes (see Figure 7). 
The same applies to Scenario S4. The required fluctuations are generated with 5.42 Nm for the 
fifth harmonic and with 3.27 Nm for the ninth harmonic, with 12.6% and 11.8% more accuracy than 
the method without reluctance torque. The parasitic harmonics are also at a lower level (see Figure 
8). 
 
Figure 7. Order spectrum for scenario S1. For better readability, the bars for the zeroth order have 
been hidden and indicated by their numerical values. Extended harmonic current injection (eHCI) 
corresponds to the method from Section 3. Generative harmonic current injection (gHCI) corresponds 
to the approach from [24]. 
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Figure 8. Order spectrum for scenario S4. For better readability, the bars for the zeroth order have 
been hidden and indicated by their numerical values. Extended harmonic current injection (eHCI) 
corresponds to the method from Section 3. Generative harmonic current injection (gHCI) corresponds 
to the approach from [24]. 
5. Conclusions 
Figures 3 and 4 show that the operating point examined in more detail in Section 4.2 is one of 
the parameter combinations with the greatest deviations in the examination area. The results show, 
by calculating the torque with inclusion of the reluctance torque, that there is still a deviation from 
the FEM calculation, but it is a significant improvement over the analytical method from [24] without 
the reluctance torque. The differences between the FEM calculation and the presented analytical 
method with reluctance torque, which can still be seen for example in Figure 6, can partly be 
attributed to the neglect of loss and saturation effects in the analytical equations. 
The saturation effects in iron reduce the amplitudes of the harmonics by several percent. In real 
machines, it is therefore quite possible that somewhat stronger currents have to be injected than the 
method predicts in order to achieve the same effect. There are also disadvantages in the area of higher 
harmonic orders, but in the dominant area of the constant torque and the sixth harmonic the 
analytical calculation with reluctance torque is better. 
In general, it can be said that the results from the analytical calculation correspond well with 
those from the FEM simulation. Therefore, the equations from Section 2 for calculating the torque for 
synchronous machines with buried permanent magnets are definitely applicable. 
The deviations of the torque variation from the desired torque variation in Table 4 are below 9% 
in all scenarios. The currents calculated beforehand by the analytical method, which are injected into 
the synchronous machine, thus deliver the desired torque with sufficient accuracy. 
A closer look at the results from Section 4.3 shows that the amplitudes of the desired orders are 
slightly above the required values. This was the case for all scenarios. Nevertheless, the results are on 
average 12% closer to the required value than the variant without reluctance torque. In addition, the 
oscillation of the sixth harmonic in the torque, which should become zero for both scenario 1 and 
scenario 4, can be compensated much better. Further, parasitic harmonics have a lower amplitude 
than that achieved with the method from [24]. 
The results thus show that the extension of the method from [24] using the reluctance torque for 
IPMSM provides significantly more accurate results. They also show the general applicability of the 
method from Section 3 to obtain the specifically desired torque ripples. 
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6. Summary 
In the present work, an analytical method for generating certain torque fluctuations in 
permanent magnet excited synchronous machines with surface magnets was extended in such a way 
that it is also valid for synchronous machines with embedded magnets. This was achieved by 
including the reluctance torque in the equations. 
First, the analytical equations for the machine and the current system were derived. The 
asymmetric current system, which is used to generate harmonics that do not correspond to a multiple 
of three, was briefly discussed again. After deriving the analytical equations for the inductances in 
the machine, the individual elements of the torque were explained. Special attention was given to the 
equations of reluctance torque, which is no longer negligible for synchronous machines with 
embedded magnets. 
Next, the approach to solving the equations was briefly described. This provided the amplitudes 
and phases of the harmonics in the currents that are necessary to generate the required amplitudes 
in the torque. Furthermore, the derivation of the reluctance torque was validated by means of FEM 
simulations, and was then compared with the results from the calculation of [24]. It was shown that 
for synchronous machines with embedded magnets, the calculation of the torque according to the 
equations of this publication gives significantly better results. 
Finally, the method was validated in several fictional scenarios by further FEM simulations. It was 
shown that the required fluctuations can be generated with small deviations, and the method is 
significantly more accurate for synchronous machines with embedded magnets than the method in [24]. 
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